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ABSTRACT
Context. The heliospheric magnetic field (HMF) is structured into large sectors of positive and negative polarity. The parts of the
boundary between these sectors where the change in polarity matches that of the leading-to-following sunspot polarity in that solar
hemisphere, are called Hale Sector Boundaries (HSB).
Aims. We investigate the flare occurrence rate near HSBs and the association between HSBs and active longitudes.
Methods. Previous work determined the times HSBs were at solar central meridian, using the detection of the HMF sector boundary
crossing at the Earth. In addition to this, we use a new approach which finds the HSB locations at all times by determining them
from Potential Field Source Surface (PFSS) extrapolations of photospheric magnetograms. We use the RHESSI X-ray flare list for
comparison to the HSB as it provides accurate flare locations over 14 years, from February 2002 to February 2016, covering both
Cycles 23 and 24. For the active longitude positions we use previously published work based on sunspot observations.
Results. We find that the two methods of determining the HSB generally agree and that 41% (Cycle 23) and 47% (Cycle 24) of
RHESSI flares occur within 30◦ of the PFSS determined-HSB. The behaviour of the HSBs varies over the two Cycles studied, and
as expected they swap in hemisphere as the Cycles change. The HSBs and active longitudes do overlap but not consistently. They
often move at different rates relative to each other (and the Carrington solar rotation rate) and these vary over each Cycle. The HSBs
provide a useful additional activity indicator, particularly during periods when active longitudes are difficult to determine.
Key words. Sun: activity – Sun: flares – Sun: magnetic fields – Sun: X-rays, gamma rays – Sun: magnetic topology
1. Introduction
Predicting solar magnetic activity such as flares and coronal
mass ejections is difficult, but high degrees of organisation in
both time and position do exist. With each new 11-year activity
Cycle, sunspots appear at high latitudes. As the cycle evolves,
new groups appear closer to the equator, producing the classic
Butterfly Diagram (Maunder 1904). In addition, sunspots tend to
occur in pairs with oppositely directed magnetic field and have
the same configuration of leading-to-following polarity (in the
direction of solar rotation) in each hemisphere. This is reversed
between northern and southern hemispheres and then swaps for
each solar Cycle, i.e. Hale’s law (Hale et al. 1919). As the solar
wind carries the magnetic field into the heliosphere, it simpli-
fies into large sectors of different magnetic polarities separated
by the Heliospheric Current Sheet (HCS) (Schulz 1973). This
boundary separating the different sectors of magnetic polarity is
detectable at the Earth. In this paper, we study its association
with solar activity and also compare it with the phenomenon of
active longitudes.
Concentration of activity in terms of longitude have been
suggested since the time of Carrington (1863). Initial studies of
“active longitudes” (e.g. Losh 1939) found substantial ambigui-
ties in their existence and precise location. A copious literature
has developed to characterise these regions, testing their useful-
ness for solar activity prediction and probe their source and im-
plications for dynamo theory (e.g. Usoskin et al. 2007). Several
terms have been used for these regions, including “nests of activ-
ity” (Gaizauskas et al. 1983; Zwaan 1987), but all these describe
locations where there is a strong tendency for flux emergence to
persist over long timescales.
The general approach for finding active longitudes is to fil-
ter the activity tracer, i.e. sunspots or flares, so that only the
most dominant regions per time remain, often requiring a cor-
rection for rotation at rates differing from those of the Carring-
ton synodic period (e.g. Usoskin et al. 2007). A variety of tech-
niques have been applied to active longitude studies but these
can sometimes produce artefacts (e.g. Pelt et al. 2010) that can
lead to ambiguities in the quantitative properties of active longi-
tudes. The work of Berdyugina & Usoskin (2003) and Usoskin
et al. (2005) used the Greenwich sunspot data, finding two ac-
tive longitudes in each hemisphere about 180◦ apart. This pat-
tern lasted for several solar Cycles. At any given time one of
the active longitudes was more dominant than the other, with
the activity “flip-flopping” between them. These active longi-
tudes were affected by differential rotation but at a different rate
to the sunspots and were asynchronous between hemispheres.
Berdyugina et al. (2006) provided a qualitative explanation for
their results in terms of the internal solar dynamo, with it ei-
ther being a differentially rotating magnetic structure or a solid
rotator with a stroboscopic effect producing the observed be-
haviour. Similarly behaving active longitudes have been iden-
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Fig. 1. Cartoon of the Hale Sector Boundary (thick purple lines) for odd (left) and even (right) Cycles during periods when four-sector boundary
crossings would be detected at the Earth. The HSBs are the parts of the sector boundary where the magnetic polarity change, from leading-to-
following (right to left in each panel), matches the magnetic polarity change of the sunspots in that hemisphere. Positive magnetic polarity is
indicated by yellow, negative by blue. Based on the Cycle 20 example in Svalgaard & Wilcox (1976).
tified via EUV observations of coronal streamers (Li 2011), as
well as flare locations during solar Cycles 19-23 (Bai 2003) and
Cycles 21-23 (Zhang et al. 2011).
The Debrecen photoheliographic sunspot data have con-
tributed to active longitude studies (Gyenge et al. 2012, 2014,
2016), leading to the conclusion that about 60% of X-ray flares
occurred with ±36◦ of an active longitude. This work again
shows two bands of activity, with one being more productive
than the other and this varying over time (the “flip-flop” be-
haviour). These regions were narrow during the starting and de-
cay phases of each Cycle (about 20◦−30◦) but wider (60◦) during
maximum. They also showed how the active longitudes’ rota-
tion rates vary over each Cycle. Initially they are faster than the
Carrington rate but near solar maximum start to slow down, re-
sulting in a “parabolic migration path” relative to the Carrington
rate (Gyenge et al. 2016). This time evolution of their location
was previously noted by Usoskin et al. (2005). The properties
of the sunspot groups near active longitudes, such as complexity
and helicity, were also found to be more preferential for CMEs
to occur (Gyenge et al. 2017).
Despite ambiguity about the specific nature of active longi-
tudes it is clear that they have something to do with the internal
dynamo of the Sun, and that this and other related phenomena
should manifest themselves in the global solar magnetic field.
The discovery of the sector boundaries in the heliospheric mag-
netic field (Wilcox & Ness 1965) provided an alternative phys-
ical framework for characterising the large-scale distribution of
solar activity, and one with links to solar-terrestrial impacts via
“proton flares” (Bumba & Obridko 1969). We now understand
the sector structure to be the result of the natural simplifica-
tion of the Sun’s large-scale magnetic field as the solar wind
drags it out into an almost bipolar configuration (e.g. Owens
& Forsyth 2013). The heliospheric current sheet (HCS) is the
warped surface that separates the sectors of positive and nega-
tive polarity, and where this intersects the Earth’s orbit we de-
tect the polarity reversal. The HMF essentially has the polar-
ity pattern of a dipole, but with an inverse-square falloff with
radial distance as dictated by the solar wind. A simple tilted
dipole, relative to the ecliptic, results in two sector boundary
crossings detectable at the Earth. The seasonal variation of sec-
tor widths reveals the presence of the tilt (Rosenberg & Cole-
man 1969). This two-sector structure is mostly seen during the
weaker phases of the solar Cycle (declining and minimum) with
a more complicated four-sector structure arising from the periods
when the quadrupole component is relatively stronger compared
to the dipole (e.g. Getachew et al. 2017). During these times, the
HCS has a significant warp, as well as a tilt relative to the solar
rotation axis.
Early work showed that the sector boundary locations, iden-
tified solely via the polarity reversal in the solar wind near 1 AU,
was associated with enhancements in activity in terms of both
the green line corona (Antonucci & Svalgaard 1974) and flares
(Dittmer 1975). In the latter case, a superposed epoch analysis of
flares from 1964 to 1970 (Cycle 20) showed a marked increase in
occurrence with the negative leading positive (-,+) sector bound-
ary crossing. This preference was more noticeable for northern
hemisphere flares, where the magnetic polarity matched Hale’s
law. This pattern was further shown by Svalgaard & Wilcox
(1976) for the green line corona, with the maximum occurring
above the “Hale Sector Boundary” (HSB), the part of the sector
boundary with the same polarity change as Hale’s law gives for
sunspots in that solar hemisphere. As the sunspots’ leading mag-
netic polarities swap between alternate 11-year sunspot Cycles
(Hale et al. 1919), the location of the HSB of a particular polar-
ity change will be different for odd and even numbered Cycles.
Fig. 1 illustrates this relationship for each Cycle during periods
when four sectors are detected at the Earth. Specifically we have
– For an odd Cycle (left panel, Fig. 1), the positive leading
negative (+,−) HSB will be in the northern hemisphere while
the negative leading positive (−,+) will be in the southern
hemisphere;
– For an even Cycle (right panel, Fig. 1), the positive lead-
ing negative (+,−) HSB will be in the southern hemisphere
while the negative leading positive (−,+) will be in the north-
ern hemisphere;
The sector boundaries detected via the crossing of the HCS
at the Earth usually have clear signatures. From these epochs, a
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ballistic assumption about solar wind transport can be used to
estimate how many days beforehand the structure was at central
meridian at the Sun. Svalgaard et al. (2011) used a range of 4.5 to
6.5 days, with superposed epoch analysis on magnetograms from
Cycles 21 to 24 and X-ray flare positions, from RHESSI and
GOES, covering 2002 to 2008 and 1996 to 2008 respectively. In
both cases, there was a strengthening of activity in the expected
hemisphere at central meridian corresponding to the HSB loca-
tion. This approach was repeated for sunspots over Cycles 16 to
24, again finding a concentration at times when the HSB was ex-
pected to be at the central meridian in each hemisphere (Hudson
et al. 2014). It has also been shown that sunspot pairs are more
likely to develop near the HSB (Akasofu 2015). This work again
showed that even though the structure is being detected at the
Earth, it could be clearly related to a concentration of activity
back at the Sun. Getachew et al. (2017) carefully looked at the
Earth sector boundary crossings for Cycles 21 to 24 compared
to photospheric magnetograms. Instead of using a fixed timelag
(constant solar wind speed) to get the HSB back at central merid-
ian, they took into account the observed speeds, which produced
a sharper mapping back to the Sun. Overall they found that this
refined technique, compared to the approach of Svalgaard et al.
(2011), yields similar patterns. With their refined HSB approach
they found that the HSB mapping into the magnetograms was
statistically significant, particularly during the maximum and de-
clining phases of each Cycle. They also found that the clearest
HSB association was in the northern hemisphere during the odd
Cycles studied, but was weaker in the southern hemisphere dur-
ing even Cycles. No difference was found between Cycles for
the (-,+) HSB, with a consistent association with activity.
In this paper we extend the work of (Svalgaard et al. 2011)
by comparing the HSB found via the detection of the boundary
crossing at the Earth (which we call HSB-Earth, to distinguish
it from the HSB at the Sun) to RHESSI X-ray flares into Cycle
24, detailed in §2. Then in §3, we compare these HSBs to the ac-
tive longitudes determined by Gyenge et al. (2016) over Cycles
21 to 24 to investigate how these phenomena relate. Even with
the refined approach of Getachew et al. (2017), the HSB can
only be found at times corresponding to central meridian pas-
sage. So to be able to determine the HSB locations for all times
we instead determine it from daily Potential Field Source Sur-
face (PFSS) maps, described in §4 (which we call HSB PFSS).
This also has the advantage that the HSB can be found closer
to the Sun, minimising the uncertainty introduced by the vari-
able solar wind speed in the HSB-Earth approach. We compare
these two HSB approaches in §4.2 and then determine the clos-
est HSB PFSS for each RHESSI X-ray flare, investigating their
association in §4.3.
2. HSB-Earth and Flaring Rate
Following the methods described by Svalgaard et al. (2011),
we determine the time the HSB was at central meridian at the
Sun using the HMF sector boundary crossing detection at the
Earth. These times are available online1 and provide the date
of a change from positive to negative (+,-) or negative to posi-
tive (-,+) magnetic polarity. With this Earth boundary crossing
approach a simple ballistic approximation for the solar wind al-
lows us to determine when the HSB was at central meridian at
the Sun. To take into account the variability of the solar wind
speed we assume 4.5 to 6.5 days for propagation. The observed
1 http://www.leif.org/research/sblist.txt
sense of magnetic polarity change determines the hemisphere of
the HSB, as shown in Fig. 1.
We use a modified version of the flare list found by
the Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager
(RHESSI; Lin et al. (2002)), filtering out non-solar or dubious
events. The full details of this approach, and resulting checks
of the list, are given in Appendix A. Our filtered list contains
73,711 events over 12 February 2002 (when RHESSI began ob-
servations) up to 23 February 2016. These 14 years of flare po-
sitions cover the maximum and the declining phase of Cycle 23,
through solar minimum and then the rising, maximum and de-
clining phases of Cycle 24. We then consider all the flares that
occurred between 4.5 to 6.5 days before each Earth boundary
crossing, which reduces our flare list down to 9,189 events. With
the restricted list, we then separate the flares that occurred in
Cycles 23 and 24 (before and after 1 July 2008) as well as those
that occurred during a (+,-) or (-,+) crossing. From these four
separate lists we produce 2D histograms of the flare latitude and
longitudes, shown in Fig. 2.
For Cycle 23, we find that the flares that occurred during
the times near central meridian do so preferentially in the hemi-
sphere where the HSB is located (top row Fig. 2), confirming the
results of Svalgaard et al. (2011). For Cycle 24 (bottom row Fig.
2) we can immediately see that the association is not as strong
but is still present and that the hemispheres for each HSB polar-
ity type have swapped, as expected. For the (+,-) HSB (bottom
right Fig. 2), there is the expected concentration of flares about
the central meridian and they are preferentially in the southern
hemisphere, the opposite from Cycle 23. However for the (-,+)
HSB (bottom left Fig. 2) there are only marginally more events
in the northern hemisphere than the southern. Restricting our-
selves to only flares with longitudes of |λF | 6 25◦, the resulting
histograms of flare latitude (shown in Fig. 3) clearly show more
flares in the hemisphere where the HSB is located. The exception
is the (-,+) HSB for Cycle 24, which does peak in the expected
hemisphere (Northern, blue, right panel in Fig. 3) but we also
find a substantial number in the other hemisphere.
For each RHESSI flare we can additionally determine the
background-subtracted GOES flux (details in Appendix A), so
we can check whether the HSB association is dependent on flare
magnitude. In Fig. 4 we have reproduced the histograms shown
in Fig. 3 but separated the events by magnitude going from
large flares (X/M-class) through to microflares (A/B-class). In
all cases, there is a concentration of events in the hemisphere
where the HSB is located. Even with the poorer statistics of the
less frequent large flares, we still get the expected pattern.
3. HSB-Earth and Active Longitude Association
We compare our HSB-Earth positions to the active longitudes
found by Gyenge et al. (2016). These were determined via
sunspot observations in the Debrecen photoheliographic data
(Baranyi et al. 2016; Gyo˝ri et al. 2017), and crucially they are
given without a differential rotation being applied (private com-
munication Gyenge 2017). These data have a weighted concen-
tration of sunspot group area by Carrington rotation, with a high-
pass filter applied to remove weaker and noisier regions. This can
result in some Carrington rotations having no identified active
longitudes as they are too faint or weak. The Carrington phases,
i.e. Carrington longitude/360◦, of the active longitudes are cal-
culated. The Carrington phases for three additional whole rota-
tions are also plotted so that the path of the dominant active lon-
gitude, relative to the Carrington frame over several rotations,
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the RHESSI flares that occur when the HSB-Earth was at central meridian, separated by the polarity change at the boundary
: left (blue) for negative leading positive (-,+), right (red) for positive leading negative (+,-). In the top row we show the flares during Cycle 23 (Feb
2002 to July 2008) and bottom row for Cycle 24 (July 2008 to Feb 2016). The green lines indicate the hemisphere in which the HSB is located.
The dashed circle indicates the approximate region from which RHESSI cannot determine a flare’s location. The purple dashed lines indicate ±25◦
of meridian, the range used for the histograms in Fig. 3.
can be identified. Repeated regions outside of this path are re-
moved.
The resulting migration paths of the active longitudes over
Cycles 21 to 24 are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, for the northern
and southern hemispheres respectively, as points connected by
a line with an uncertainty region of 20◦ to account for the lon-
gitudinal bins used. Over a solar Cycle, these generally show a
“parabolic migration path” (Gyenge et al. 2016), with the phase
initially increasing with time (due to rotation faster than the Car-
rington rate) before levelling out and then decreasing (due to ro-
tating with and then slower than the Carrington rate). On top of
this we can also see the “flip-flop” behaviour (for instance, from
about 2004 onwards in Fig. 5) where the active longitude phase
is sharply jumping between two locations. These would be the
locations of the two active longitude bands, but appear as a sin-
gle sharp change as only the most active band in each rotation is
shown.
Our HSB-Earth method gives the times the HSB was at cen-
tral meridian (over a two-day range) in each hemisphere. We de-
termine the Carrington phase of central meridian at these times
to compare to the active longitudes. The resulting Carrington
phases of the HSB-Earth are also plotted as a function of year
in Figs. 5 and 6, for the northern and southern hemispheres re-
spectively. There is by no means a systematic match between
the active longitudes and HSB-Earth but there are some periods
of rather exact coincidence. This is not surprising since we ex-
pect the HSB to be associated with activity, of which the ac-
tive longitudes are another representation. This association is
not improved if we only consider the HSB that actually had
RHESSI flares occur nearby (within ±25◦ longitude), shown as
the coloured instead of grey points in Figs. 5 and 6. In particu-
lar, during Cycle 24 in the northern hemisphere there are several
times with flare-associated HSB that are nowhere near the dom-
inant active longitude (see about the vicinity of 2013 in Fig. 5).
The HSB drift relative to the Carrington rate in a different
manner to the migration path of the active longitudes. The HSBs
generally show a Carrington phase that is increasing with time,
showing that they are rotating faster than the Carrington rate. The
phases in both hemispheres for Cycle 24 show a far flatter path
(so rotating with the Carrington rate) but the active longitudes
in the Southern hemisphere also show a flatter migration path
(certainly less parabolic) for this Cycle.
The HSB phases show the expected pattern of some peri-
ods with only one HSB per hemisphere for each rotation (so
two sectors overall), and others with two HSBs per hemisphere
(four sectors overall). A clear example of the transition between
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Fig. 4. Latitude histograms of the RHESSI flares with longitudes |λF | 6
25◦ that occurred when the HSB was at central meridian. In the left
column are data for Cycle 23 and the right for Cycle 24, separated by
GOES class (top row X/M-class then C, B, and A-class on the bottom
row). The colours indicate the polarity change at the sector boundary,
with blue as (-,+) and red as (+,-).
the two and four sectors times is shown about mid-2004 (Cycle
23) in the southern hemisphere, see Fig. 6. It is generally during
these four-sector times that we see the “flip-flop” behaviour of
the active longitudes, jumping between the two HSB positions
(such as from mid-2004 in Fig. 5).
This association between the active longitudes and HSB in
Figs. 5 and 6 could be deceptive as there are numerous times
in which no active longitudes have actually been identified. To
quantify this association we could consider the Carrington phase
difference between the active longitudes and HSB, looking for
concentrated peaks. However this is difficult as only small sub-
set of the active longitudes were observed to occur within a day
of the HSB being at central meridian (over the four Cycles this
was 13% of the active longitudes in the southern hemisphere
and 21% in the northern). The resulting noisy histogram of the
phase difference showed no clear concentration of events, and
particularly no peaks at small phase differences. If we instead
assume that the path of the active longitudes linearly progresses
between detections, we can interpolate these observed locations
onto the times at which the HSB were observed at central merid-
ian. Note that for times in which there are two HSB present per
hemisphere, we use the one with the smallest phase difference
to the interpolated active longitude. The resulting histogram of
the Carrington phase difference between the active longitudes
interpolated to the HSB times is shown in Fig. 7. There is an as-
sociation between the active longitudes and HSB in the southern
hemisphere, with the largest peaks at small phase differences.
However things are more complicated as there are also peaks
at non-zero phase differences. The association in the northern
hemisphere is not as strong, and the phase difference peaks at
about 0.2, suggesting that there is some association but possi-
bly with a consistent offset. For both hemispheres there are more
positive than negative phase differences, which corresponds to
the HSB moving faster relative to the Carrington rotation rate
than the active longitude. This is consistent with the migration
paths as we have interpreted them in Figs. 5 and 6, with the active
longitudes having periods of the phase increasing and decreas-
ing but the HSB generally having the phase increasing. However
these differences in phase could be due to one or more of the as-
sumptions used in their determination (constant solar wind speed
for the HSB, linear interpolation between the observed active
longitude positions, only using the dominant active longitude po-
sition) and not indicative of a physically real link between them.
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Fig. 5. Carrington phase against year for the HSB at central meridian over Cycles 21 to 24 (top left to bottom right) in the northern hemisphere.
The HSBs which had at least one RHESSI flare occuring nearby (within ±25◦ longitude) are coloured instead of grey, based upon the polarity
change, either (+,-) red and (-,+) blue. Also shown are the observed active longitude positions (pink squares) adapted from Gyenge et al. (2016).
4. HSB determined by PFSS and Comparisons
4.1. Method
Although the HSB-Earth approach in §2 is well established and
simple, it is dependent on the ballistic assumption about the so-
lar wind speed to map the HSB back to the Sun. It can also only
provide the times the HSBs were at central meridian, and with-
out any latitude information. To be able to identify the HSBs at
all times, and hence for all flares, we instead develop a new ap-
proach using Potential Field Source Surface (PFSS) (Altschuler
& Newkirk 1969; Schatten et al. 1969) extrapolations of photo-
spheric magnetograms. The model and magnetic data products
used in this paper were created by M. DeRosa and K. Schrijver,
and available online2 from SOHO/MDI and SDO/HMI (post-
2010) magnetograms, generated routinely at 6-hour intervals.
Using a daily PFSS at 12:04 UT we take the radial magnetic field
component on the outermost surface, for this model at 2.5R.
In these we can easily identify the location of the neutral line
and then for a given latitude determine the longitude at which
the magnetic polarity changes in the same way as the leading-
to-following sunspots polarity in each hemisphere. Thus we are
able to identify the HSB locations in each hemisphere, which
we will term HSB PFSS. In this analysis we ignore the time in-
crement between the source surface of the PFSS and the photo-
sphere.
2 http://www.lmsal.com/~derosa/pfsspack/
Fig. 8 shows examples of these PFSS magnetic equators, i.e.
the neutral lines of the outer source surface, for days on which
the HSB-Earth approach predicted a HSB at central meridian.
In the top row of Fig. 8 we show examples from Cycle 23 with
two and then four-sector structures (left and right respectively).
In both cases shown there is a HSB at central meridian, there are
numerous RHESSI flares at these HSBs, and these HSBs are rel-
atively vertical. In the middle row of Fig. 8 we show examples
from Cycle 24, again with the two and then four-sector struc-
tures (left and right respectively). As expected, the polarity of the
HSBs near central meridian is different in each hemisphere com-
pared to Cycle 23. This time however the HSBs are both slightly
before central meridian, which could indicate that the solar wind
speed was faster than expected, resulting in a shorter time be-
tween HSB at central meridian and polarity reversal detected at
the Earth. Again there are concentrations of RHESSI flares near
some of the HSBs but there are also several instances of flares
far from the HSBs. The bottom row of Fig. 8 shows more com-
plicated examples from Cycle 24. Again there are HSBs near
central meridian in the expected hemisphere but not fully ro-
tated around to this location, consistent with a faster solar wind
speed. The most extreme case (bottom right Fig. 8) has the HSB
occurring about 30◦ before central meridian, so about two days
away from central meridian, but is still in the correct hemisphere;
moreover there is a cluster of flares about this HSB. Overall, the
examples in Fig. 8 show the desired relationship, though with
some discrepancies, that we quantify further in Section 4.3.
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Fig. 6. Carrington phase against year for the HSB at central meridian over Cycles 21 to 24 (top left to bottom right) in the southern hemisphere.
The HSBs which had at least one RHESSI flare occuring nearby (within ±25◦ longitude) are coloured instead of grey, based upon the polarity
change, either (+,-) red and (-,+) blue. Also shown are the observed active longitude positions (turquoise squares) adapted from Gyenge et al.
(2016).
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Fig. 7. Histograms of the Carrington phase difference between the ac-
tive longitudes and HSBs for the northern (purple) and southern (green)
hemispheres.
4.2. Comparison of the two HSB approaches
To check the performance of the two HSB detection methods we
determined the HSB PFSS (see §4.1) for the days that the HSB-
Earth (see §2) predicted they would be at central meridian. We
restricted ourselves to days only when RHESSI detected flares,
as that is the set of HSBs that are used in the HSB-Earth flare
analysis (see §2). We calculated the HSB PFSS at the equator, as
the HSB-Earth approach provides no latitude information other
than hemisphere. The resulting histograms of the longitude dis-
tance of the HSB PFSS from central meridian are shown in Fig.
9, separated by Cycle and HSB polarity change. For Cycle 23 we
find that both peak at or near central meridian, with 89% within
30◦ for the (-,+) change and 68% for (+,-). For Cycle 24 the
correlation is weaker with 68% and 66% respectively for each
HSB polarity change. However, for Cycle 24’s (-,+) change it
is worse, with a clear peak about 30◦ before central meridian.
This helps explain the discrepancy we saw for this configura-
tion in Fig. 2 (bottom left) and 3 (right panel) where the HSB-
flare association was weaker. It seems that in this case the HSBs
would occur about 2 days later (i.e. about 2.5 to 4.5 days be-
fore the reversal was detected at the Earth) than we used for the
analysis in §2, but mostly for northern events. These results sug-
gest that our approach of determining the HSB from the PFSS
works reasonably well and has the potential to sharpen the ap-
parent concentration of flare occurrences, as compared with the
Earth-boundary approach. Getachew et al. (2017) have used an
improvement on the simple HSB-Earth approach, using the mea-
sured solar wind speed. However with this refined approach they
do not find a substantial difference over the Cycles we study in
this paper.
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Fig. 8. Examples of PFSS extrapolations showing the radial magnetic field component at the outermost surface (2.5R) for six different dates,
on which the HSB-Earth are predicted to be at central meridian. In the intensity map blue is negative polarity, yellow is positive, with the black
line being the sector boundary (neutral line). Over-plotted are the RHESSI flares (red crosses) that occurred within 1 day. The parts of the sector
boundary marked with purple points are the HSB, found out to ±40◦ latitude.
4.3. HSB PFSS and flare occurrence
For each of the RHESSI flares on our restricted list (see Ap-
pendix A) we calculate the nearest HSB PFSS that occurred on
that day at the flare’s latitude. Here we add an additional re-
striction of only using flares away from the limbs |λF | 6 60◦,
as the position of limb flares have a greater uncertainty due to
projection effects. This flare sample therefore differs from that
previously in Section 2. For Cycle 23 we were able to find the
longitude distance to the HSB for 18,072 flares and 22,493 for
Cycle 24. The top row of Fig. 10 shows the resulting histograms
of the longitude distance between the RHESSI flares and HSB
PFSS again separated by Cycle and polarity change/hemisphere.
For both Cycles we see a peak for small distances between
the flare location and HSB. For Cycle 23, the northern hemi-
sphere is more sharply peaked than the southern, with a num-
ber of southern flare longitudes further round than the HSB
(λHS B − λF < 0). In Cycle 24 the distributions peak in a similar
manner, though again it is slightly flatter for southern flares near
the HSB (λHS B − λF ' 0). There is also a number of southern
flares with λHS B−λF ' 70◦. At the bottom row of Fig. 10 we also
show the cumulative distributions of the flare-HSB longitude dis-
tances. To verify that our results are statistically significant, we
repeat the analysis, but using flare longitudes randomly drawn
from a uniform distribution. The resulting cumulative distribu-
tions for the real and random flare locations are shown in Fig.
10 (bottom row). For Cycle 23, we find about 43% of north-
ern hemisphere flares, and 40% of the southern occur within
|λHS B − λF | ≤ 30◦. For Cycle 24, 45% of northern hemisphere
flares, and 49% of the southern occur within |λHS B − λF | ≤ 30◦.
As expected, the random sample gives a much weaker associ-
ation (Cycle 23, 26% north, 28% south; Cycle 24, 29% north,
31% south) showing that the flare-HSB association is statisti-
cally significant.
We finally combine the flare-HSB longitude distance over
both Cycles, but still separated by hemisphere, with the resulting
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Fig. 9. Longitudinal distance of the HSB PFSS on the days they were predicted to be at central meridian by the HSB-Earth method, for the days
RHESSI observed flares. For Cycle 23, 89% of HSB PFSS with polarity change (-,+) were no further than 30o away from central meridian, while
the percentage for the HSB PFSS (+,-) was 68%. For Cycle 24 68% of HSB PFSS (-,+) were within 30o of central meridian, with 66% for HSB
PFSS (+,-).
distributions shown in Fig. 11. Both hemispheres show similar
spreads in the distribution, but again the southern hemisphere
is slightly less peaked about λHS B − λF ' 0 than the northern.
Again the flare-HSB association is considerably weaker for the
random sample of flare longitudes. Overall, we have about 44%
of flares occurring within |λHS B − λF | ≤ 30◦.
5. Discussion & Conclusions
With both the HSB-Earth and HSB PFSS approaches we have
been able to show that this magnetic phenomenon maps back
to the solar surface and is associated with RHESSI X-ray
flares.This HSB-flare association is shown quantitatively in
Figs. 10 and 11, finding that overall nearly half of RHESSI flares
occur within a longitude of ±30◦ of a HSB. Our extension of the
work of Svalgaard et al. (2011), has shown that the HSB hemi-
spheres do swap as we change from Cycle 23 to 24. However
the HSB-Earth association is not as clear in Cycle 24, especially
in the northern hemisphere. Our comparison between this and
the HSB PFSS approach seems to suggest that in Cycle 24 the
mean solar wind is faster than we assumed, with the actual HSB
lagging behind where HSB-Earth predicted it to be. Getachew
et al. (2017) used the observed solar wind speed to determine
the time of HSB at central meridian, finding a sharper associa-
tion to flares. Although even this approach found a weaker oc-
currence pattern for Cycle 24 in both hemispheres compared to
Cycle 23. Despite this, we are still able to show a concentration
of flares in the expected hemisphere associated with the HSB,
even separated by GOES class. The same association works for
large X-class flares down to A-class microflares.
Determining the HSB via PFSS allows it to be found for
all times and flares. This provides a clearer picture of the sec-
tor structure closer to the solar surface, and one that is not af-
fected by variations in the solar wind speed. From this approach
we find that about 41% (Cycle 23), 47% (Cycle 24) of RHESSI
flares occur within 30◦ of the HSB PFSS. The advantage of the
PFSS approach is that we achieve a near-instantaneous view of
the current structures on the Sun. We therefore provide a web-
page3 where the daily HSB PFSS are shown relative to the cur-
rent active regions and recent flare activity.
3 http://www.astro.gla.ac.uk/~iain/hsb
The confirmation that the HSB and active longitudes do over-
lap sometimes is expected, since the former has an association
with activity and the latter is directly derived from activity in-
dicators. However it is clear that they are not exactly the same
thing, and show differences in migration paths; the parabolic pas-
sage of the active longitudes over time, as found by (Usoskin
et al. 2005; Gyenge et al. 2016) are not apparent in the HSB.
The closest matching occurs when both are rotating at about,
or slightly faster, than the Carrington rate, with the “flip-flop”
between dominate active longitudes seen as jumping between a
two-sector structure in that hemisphere (during a period of over-
all four-sectors). Considering the difference in Carrington phase
between the active longitudes and HSB does help quantify this
association, with some concentration near zero. However this
varies between hemispheres and the majority of phase differ-
ences are positive, showing that the HSB Carrington phase is
mostly larger than the active longitude’s. This might be due to
the observed migration paths, with the HSB mostly appearing
to steadily increase in phase with time, whereas the active lon-
gitudes’ phases increase and decrease with time. However there
are several limitations and assumptions to this HSB and active
longitude comparison presented in this paper that merit investi-
gation in future studies. It is problematic that the active longi-
tudes are not detected at all times, and linear interpolation has
to be used for a full comparison to the HSB. In addition, we
only considered the most dominant active longitudes, so future
work could benefit from comparing the HSB to both active longi-
tude bands. Using the HSB found from the PFSS approach could
help, removing uncertainties arising from a variable solar wind
speed, but this would be limited to more recent Cycles due to
the availability of suitable magnetograms. Another discrepancy
is that the identified active longitudes persist across several cy-
cles while the HSB of each type swaps hemisphere as the cycle
changes. As this occurs during solar minimum, it is not a ma-
jor issue for the HSB-flare association, but would certainly merit
further work to determine how the location of the HSB evolves
as the Cycles changes, especially in comparison to the active
longitudes.
It is a remarkable feature that a magnetic phenomenon de-
tected at the Earth can be mapped back to activity on the Sun,
providing a fast and simple approach to determine longitudinal
regions of concentrated activity compared to the longterm av-
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Fig. 10. Longitudinal distance histograms (top row) of RHESSI flares with |λF | 6 60◦ from the HSB PFSS, for solar Cycle 23 and 24 (left and
right columns). With red, the change in polarity from positive to negative and blue from negative to positive. Cumulative distributions of these
histograms (bottom row), with additional cumulative distributions over-plotted that were produced from a set of flares with longitudes drawn from
a random distribution (pink for change in polarity from positive to negative and light blue for change in polarity from negative to positive).
eraging and filtering required in active longitude studies. Given
that the HSB can often be determined at times when the active
longitude cannot be found, a combination of both could be vi-
tal for not only helping to predict future activity but for under-
standing the internal source of the phenomena. It is possible to
speculate as to why active emerges repeatedly at similar longitu-
dinal regions (e.g. Bigazzi & Ruzmaikin 2004; Berdyugina et al.
2006; Usoskin et al. 2007), but why this should be reflected in
the large-scale magnetic field through the HSB is still not clear
and requires further investigation.
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Appendix A: The RHESSI flare list
The flares for this study were found using the X-ray observa-
tions of the Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic
Imager RHESSI (Lin et al. 2002). RHESSI started observing in
February 2002 (about halfway through Cycle 23) and continues
to take data through Cycle 24. RHESSI has several advantages
for flares studies over other instruments: it observes at higher en-
ergies where the flare to solar background contrast is higher; its
attenuating shutters allow it to observe from the largest X-class
flares down to A-class microflares. Hard X-ray flare durations
are shorter and so there is less confusion for weaker events. Sig-
nificantly, RHESSI also provides spatial information about the
flares, which is time encoded in its light curves via the Rotation
Modulation Collimators in front of the detectors (Hurford et al.
2002). This indirect imaging technique means that RHESSI can-
not determine the position of flares near its rotation axis, how-
ever this is a minimal loss, affecting only about 1.7% events
(Christe et al. 2008). A larger loss of spatial information comes
from the Roll Aspect System (RAS) on RHESSI which can pro-
duce erroneous flare locations. These have the correct distance
from Sun center but at the wrong roll angle. These flares are of-
ten easily identified as their position is obviously away from the
active regions, often near the limb at high latitudes.
A flare list of RHESSI events is automatically generated
from the quicklook data products, by detecting an excess in the
6-12 keV count rate 3σ above a background level obtained from
a 60 second running average. The list and full information about
how it is determined is available in the RHESSI branch of So-
larsoft, as well as online4 (Schwartz et al. 2002). For each event
many flare characteristics are determined (start, peak and end
times, flare location, fluxes etc) as well as flags indicating the
state and quality of the RHESSI detection. The latter is important
because of the presence of false events within the list. These can
arise from the discontinuous nature of the RHESSI data (as so-
lar data are not taken during eclipse or South Atlantic Anomaly
(SAA) passage). In addition non-solar events (e.g. cosmic ray,
energetic particles) can be detected as flares but they are straight-
forward to identify as they give no position.
From 12-Feb-2002 to 23-Feb-2016 there are 117,427 events
in the RHESSI flare list5, covering the period from the start of
observations to the beginning of RHESSI’s fifth detector anneal
period (which lasted until 29-April 2016). Then from this full
list we produce our restricted list by the following procedure:
– We remove flares which the list identifies as having a non-
solar position or that have a low front detector to total count
rate. We also remove events which were detected with a low
data quality, indicating this was during a time of change due
to SAA, eclipse or data gaps etc.
– The heliographic latitude and longitude of the remaining
flares is calculated and we identify those with higher lati-
tudes than expected, ≥ ±50◦ near the start of the Cycles,
down to ≥ ±20◦ near the end. For each of these events we
recalculate the RHESSI flare position using the routine the
flare list uses but with a longer time window for the RAS
database to try and obtain a more accurate spin rate and
hence location. This corrects the position of many flares but
some are still left with unusually high latitudes. For these
events we manually verify if the RHESSI flare position is as-
sociated with an active region or brightening in EUV. In the
4 http://sprg.ssl.berkeley.edu/~jimm/hessi/hsi_flare_
list.html
5 http://hesperia.gsfc.nasa.gov/hessidata/dbase/hessi_
flare_list.txt
vast majority of these cases the position cannot be confirmed
and so they are dropped from the list.
– For each flare we calculate the GOES 1-8Å background sub-
tracted flux by finding the maximum GOES flux between
the RHESSI flare start and end time. For flares in which no
GOES flux can be determined, or a value is obtained less
than A1-class (10−8 Wm−2), we remove them from the list.
At the end of the filtering we have 73,711 events. We have
tried to minimise the number of dubious events in our final list
but there may still be some, particularly from single flares be-
ing counted as multiple events due to a disruption in the data. To
verify our final list we produce summary plots in Figs. A.1 and
A.2 of the flare characteristics, checking that the broad statistical
behaviour of the events is as expected. A Maunder’s “Butterfly
diagram” of the RHESSI flare latitudes in Fig. A.1 shows the ex-
pected pattern of flares occurring at lower latitudes as the Cycle
progresses. From this diagram we also take the transition from
Cycle 23 to 24 occurring in mid-2008. A histogram of these lat-
itudes (left, Fig. A.2) shows that there has been a similar distri-
bution of flares between the northern and southern hemisphere
during Cycle 24 but a dominance of southern flares in Cycle 23.
In Fig. A.2 (middle) we also show the flare frequency distribu-
tion of the background subtracted GOES flux of each flare. As
expected the smaller events are considerably more frequent, with
them following a power-law of about -2 (Hudson 1991). The dis-
tribution of events deviates from the power law for the smallest
events, which is expected as they are under sampled due to se-
lection bias, these smaller events being harder to detect, or com-
pletely hidden, by the background emission or by larger flares
(Hannah et al. 2011).
We also show that the monthly number of RHESSI flares
(corrected for the fraction of time lost to eclipse and SAA) ap-
proximately matches the number of sunspots (right, Fig. A.2).
There are deviations between the two but these can be accounted
for due to RHESSI’s instrumental performance. There are fewer
flares at the start of the mission due to the attenuator being left
in, producing a lower sensitivity for smaller, and more frequent,
flares. There are several times6 during RHESSI’s mission when
it was either not pointing at the Sun (for observing the Crab Neb-
ula or for quiet Sun studies) or the detectors were off and anneal-
ing (heated to recover performance), indicated by a red bars in
Fig. A.2. Subsequently, there are no flares in the list during these
times. There is also a sharper fall off in the number of flares dur-
ing 2015 into 2016 than in sunspot number, which is likely due
to RHESSI’s reduced sensitivity and higher background prior to
the 2016 anneal.
6 http://sprg.ssl.berkeley.edu/~tohban/offtimes.txt
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Fig. A.1. The “Butterfly diagram” of RHESSI flare latitudes versus time. The colour and letters indicate the different background subtracted GOES
class of each flare and the vertical dotted-dash line shows the transition from Cycle 23 to Cycle 24 during the middle of 2008. The vertical gaps
(for instance start of 2012 and middle of 2014) are due to extended periods when the RHESSI detector were off due to annealing.
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Fig. A.2. Summary of the filtered RHESSI flare list showing a histogram of the latitudes per Cycle (left), frequency distribution of the flare GOES
1-8Å flux (middle) and number of flares and sunspots versus time (right). Note that the power-law fitted to the frequency distribution (red line,
middle panel) was found using a Maximum Likelihood Estimator method (Crawford et al. 1970; Wheatland 2004), over the range indicated by the
dashed vertical lines, and is not a direct fit to the histogram. The times during which RHESSI was not pointing at the Sun or the detectors were off
is indicated by the red bars (right panels).
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